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Foreword
Sberbank Czech Republic Endowment Fund has
supported seniors and visually impaired people.
Sberbank Bosnia & Herzegovina has donated
protective suits to local hospitals. Sberbank Banja
Luka has helped purchase respirators, coronavirus
tests and protective equipment for the needs of
local medical centers. And our Croatian colleagues
generously donated to people in Croatia affected by
the devastating earthquake in Zagreb in March 2020.
For 2021 and beyond, we aim at further improving
our banking group day by day, transforming Sberbank
Europe into a strong, digital bank. We will continue
to offer our customers transparent products with fair
conditions and extraordinary service while keeping
in mind our ultimate goal to win customers for life.
Active in eight markets in Central and Southeastern
Europe, Sberbank Europe aims to contribute to
regional economic development and prosperity by
providing financial solutions to local customers.

Sonja Sarközi, CEO Sberbank Europe

I believe that the best way to get past the anxiety of
Dear readers,

these stormy days is to focus on what we as a society
in general and as a bank in particular can do each day

For Sberbank Europe, contributing to the wellbeing

to make a difference. Each of us, wherever we are,

of our society in a proactive and constructive way is

has the opportunity to take an action driven by hope,

a huge and ongoing priority. As a bank, we provide a

a small step that makes things a bit better. By doing

vital service to people and businesses who depend on

so, I am confident that we are on the right track to

us – in particular during turbulent times like these.

creating a more sustainable future for all of us.

Almost overnight, the COVID-19 pandemic has
completely changed the way we used to live and
work. The safety and wellbeing of our employees
and customers always had the utmost priority.
Sberbank Europe Group has implemented a series of
preventive measures thanks to which the number of
infections within our banking group has been very
low. We introduced new ways of working effectively
together, ensuring the highest possible quality of our
services and products to our customers. Sberbank
Europe immediately offered special conditions for
our clients affected by the economic consequences
of the COVID-19 outbreak by reducing or temporarily
freezing the loan installments and adapting our
products and services to the current situation.
Throughout

the

past

year,

Sberbank

Europe

subsidiary banks have strongly supported local
communities

beyond

their

banking

services.
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Sberbank Europe Headquarters at Schwarzenbergplatz in Vienna

Introduction to the Report
Sberbank Europe recognizes the need to regularly

Sberbank

provide reports on its impact on society, the

group-wide sustainability survey among its most

economy and the environment and strives to ensure

relevant stakeholders.

Europe

conducted

an

anonymous,

transparency with regard to its resolutions and
activities that affect these three areas.

In 2019 and 2020, Sberbank Europe assessed all its
activities and non-financial performance indicators

With the following consolidated Sberbank Europe

by organizing cross-departmental workshops and

Group sustainability report, the bank aims to offer

various strengths/weaknesses analyzes, supported

transparency to its stakeholders with regard to

by independent experts with the aim to gradually

the main non-financial performance indicators of

elevate the quality of the non-financial reporting.

Sberbank Europe in 2020.
For Sberbank Europe, corporate social responsibility
Reporting requirements pursuant to §267a UGB

is an approach that we use to build relationships with

NaDiVeG: Since 2017, the Sustainability and Diversity

our stakeholders. We strive to conduct business in a

Improvement Act (NaDiVeG), which introduced

way that benefits all parties Sberbank interacts with.

the EU Directive 2014/95/EU into Austrian law,
has required large companies of public interest to

Management Board of Sberbank Europe

report information on environmental and social
issues. The main objective of the Directive is to

Sonja Sarközi, CEO

Arndt Röchling, CFO

Alexander Witte, CRO

Aleksei Mikhailov, CTO

promote transparency and to improve the relevance,
consistency and comparability of disclosed nonfinancial information.
In 2017, Sberbank Europe started the process
of defining and evaluating the most relevant
areas in relation to sustainability and corporate
social responsibility by conducting an impact
analysis within the bank’s core team for nonfinancial reporting. This analysis was followed by a
comprehensive stakeholder survey in 2018. With the
aim of understanding the priorities and expectations
of our stakeholders in the area of sustainability,
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Main Topics of Sberbank Europe
Sustainability Report 2020
TOPIC

CHAPTER IN THE REPORT

MATTERS ACCORDING TO NADIVEG

Quality and Accessibility of
Products & Services

Quality and Accessibility of
Products & Services
Providing Financial Solutions to
Corporate Clients

n.a.

Responsible and Regional
Financing

Regional Influence
Sustainable Industries and
Responsible Financing

Environmental concerns
Social issues
Respect for human rights

Employees

Health & Wellbeing

Employee issues

Talent Management and Learning
& Development

Remuneration & Fair Income

Employee Involvement and
Engagement

Diversity & Equal Opportunities

Environment

Enhancing Energy Efficiency at
Sberbank Europe

Risk Management

Printing Management
Environmental Aspects in the
Employee Restaurant of SBAG

Mobility and Travelling

Ethics & Compliance

Ethics & Compliance

Combating corruption and bribery
Respect for human rights

Risk Management

Risk Management

Environmental concerns
Social issues

Security and Data Protection

Security and Data Protection at
Sberbank Europe

Social issues

Charity and Sponsorship

Charity, Sponsorship and
Environment

Social issues

Communication with Stakeholder

Stakeholder Communication

Employee issues
Social issues
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About Sberbank Europe

Sberbank Europe‘s market presence

Sberbank Europe AG, headquartered in Vienna,

Sberbank

Austria, is a banking group that is 100% owned

customers, operates 187 branches, and has a

by Sberbank of Russia, the largest bank in Russia.

workforce of around 3,900 employees across Europe.

Sberbank of Russia services more than 70% of

As of December 2020, Sberbank Europe reported

the Russian population. The European subsidiary

total assets of around EUR 13 billion.

Sberbank Europe is present in eight European
markets: Austria, Germany, Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Sarajevo and Banja Luka), Croatia, the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, and Serbia.

6
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Strategy
Since Sberbank of Russia acquired Volksbank

and take brisk decisions to secure the operational

International in 2012 as part of its international expan-

resilience and continuity of the whole business.

sion strategy and rebranded it as Sberbank Europe,

The COVID-19 pandemic turned out to be a “game

major steps have been taken to gradually transform

changer” in the banking business by bringing both a

Sberbank Europe into a fully-fledged, self-funded,

high risk to overall business sustainability and creat-

and profitable European banking group with a strong

ing new opportunities for business transformation,

focus on retail, small and medium-sized enterprises

which banks had not considered before. The Group

(SMEs) and corporate customers in Central and

was no exception, acting as a front-runner in imple-

Southeastern Europe (CEE/SEE). As an integral part

menting the measures necessary to bolster its busi-

of one of the most dynamic and successful financial

ness, support customers and protect employees in

providers in the world and the largest bank in Russia,

this challenging time.

Sberbank Europe aims to build sustainable bridges
between Russia and the European markets.

The COVID-19 pandemic had an enormous impact on
global economic development. This has been echoed

The vision of Sberbank Europe (SBEU) is to win

in neighboring countries and made local economies

customers for life, be a first-choice bank for daily

very fragile and vulnerable to the evolution of the

customer transactions and become a strong part-

outbreak. The decrease in overall business activity

ner supporting the cross-border business between

and level of transactions, business closures and stop-

Europe and Russia/CIS.

pages were among the many factors hindering the
business development of Sberbank Europe in 2020.

For Sberbank Europe, having a mixture of universal

Throughout the year, the Group observed the fol-

and tailored product portfolios with attractive condi-

lowing direct and secondary effects and implications

tions for retail, SME, and corporate clients and pursu-

from the government and local regulators’ actions

ing our mission of adding value and ensuring a high

and overall market turbulence on its business includ-

level of satisfaction are the key factors in building

ing the wide implementation of the loan moratori-

and maintaining long-standing and robust relation-

ums; depreciation of the local currencies affecting

ships with our customers. The bank has experienced

the euro-denominated balance sheets and income

a continuous growth within its customer base in the

statements on a Group level; various monetary and

markets it covers in recent years, demonstrating

fiscal policy changes including the decrease in local

our customers’ ever-growing trust. Since entering

repo rates affecting interest income generation and

the German market in 2014, Sberbank Europe has

overall profitability of the business; changes in mar-

substantially expanded its operations by providing

ket conditions and market performance resulting in

high-quality services to local customers. In 2018, our

losses on securities portfolios, presenting challenges

product portfolio was expanded to include consumer

for income on derivative business.

instant loans, and the new credit protection insurance product was successfully introduced in 2020.

The response to the COVID-19 pandemic by both the

Further expansion in the product range (current

Group and local management can be seen as suc-

accounts and credit cards) is planned for the coming

cessful, timely, consistent and effective. All in all, the

years and will be aimed at building a stronger con-

Group was able to manage the crisis, focusing on the

nection between the bank’s offerings and customer

health of its customers and employees, sustainable

needs.

liquidity and capital positions and providing extensive support to its customers aiming to bolster their

After 2018 and 2019, which were outstanding years

businesses. Overall, the level of COVID-19 business

of robust performance and strong business achieve-

loss was minimized. The Group maintained stable

ments in the SBEU Group, 2020 turned out to be

deposit and liquidity positions across all banks and

an extraordinary year. It was a year that brought

did not experience any major deposit outflows. Some

unprecedented challenges and risks to the day-to-

examples of measures taken by the Group include:

day operations of the Group, requiring management

strong overall crisis management; maintaining

across the whole organization to remain rigorous

strong capital and liquidity positions; extensive

7
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support for customers; adequate risk provisioning

ners, contributing to further development and pros-

and broad implementation of OPEX optimization

perity of the CEE/SEE region.

plans.
Sberbank Europe’s business model is based on five
To remain a sustainably successful and profitable

strategic pillars:

banking group in these challenging times, Sberbank

Profitable & self-sustainable: Sberbank Europe pur-

Europe is now more certain than ever that it needs

sues a model of self-sustaining growth, focuses on

to offer extraordinary services supported by fast and

high-margin products and businesses, exercises pru-

efficient processes, an end-to-end digital customer

dent capital management while further boosting the

journey as well as a seamless and unified customer

business in the local banks. Stable income streams,

experience across all channels.

improved asset quality, and enhanced risk management will be the main contributors to sustainable

Accelerated

digital

transformation,

continuous

business growth and strengthened profitability in

technological evolvement, and recent demographic

the years to come.

developments are all the main drivers behind the

Customer focus: A customer-centric approach is at

ongoing changes in customer needs and expec-

the heart of every successful business. That is why

tations with regard to their financial providers.

Sberbank Europe has placed high customer satis-

Sberbank Europe knows that the only way to best

faction, strengthening the customer experience and

satisfy these demands is to undergo a deep transfor-

excellence among its top priorities. To build an excel-

mation by becoming a banking group with a strong

lent relationship, attract and retain the customers in

digital edge. Consequently, Sberbank Europe is dig-

the market, Sberbank is always trying to exceed the

italizing and simplifying all its processes in order to

expectations by continuously upgrading its product

deliver high-quality, convenient, and competitive

offerings, providing new channels, and entering new

products under fair conditions that are available both

partnerships.

online and offline, wherever our customers happen

Modern bank: The future vision for Sberbank Europe

to be.

is to be a hybrid bank – a fully digital bank with a
physical presence. Sberbank Europe's ambition is

In 2020, Sberbank Europe continued the imple-

to service its ever-increasing tech-savvy custom-

mentation of two large Group IT projects that

ers to the highest quality standards by undergoing

will help drive forward market advancement and

a complete digital transformation by introducing

momentum on the path to its digital evolution:

omnichannel banking tools and expanding its digital

-

products portfolio.

The OCP program (Omni-channel Platform)

with the solution from Backbase, a state-of-the-art

Light bank: Being an agile institution in a fast-mov-

provider of online and mobile banking. The program

ing and dynamic banking landscape is what sets us

aims to strengthen the customer-centric approach

apart from the rest. Sberbank Europe continues to

by rolling out the modern digital platform across the

improve its operations by implementing state-of-

Group, while also improving customer satisfaction,

the-art efficiency measures characterized by strict

enriching the customer experience with innovative

cost management, robotization, process automa-

solutions and taking the fulfillment of customer

tion, branch network optimization, competency

needs and demands to the next level.

improvement, and effective steering among others.

-

The FRMP program (Financial and Risk

People focus: One of the core strengths of Sberbank

Management Platform) aims at introducing one plat-

Europe is its diverse and competent human capital.

form for major financial and risk calculation modules

We at Sberbank Europe strongly believe that the way

in the Group while improving data quality, process-

we treat our people will directly affect and reflect on

ing speed and automation, unification, simplification

the services we provide to our highly valued custom-

and flexibility standards in reporting and planning.

ers. For this reason, to retain and attract the best
talents in the region, we aim at promoting an open

The bank has substantially strengthened its fund-

culture and at providing the best environment for our

ing profile in recent years, as the share of customer

employees to grow in by implementing leadership

deposits has continuously increased. This strong

and succession planning, talent management and

funding base supports the expansion of Sberbank

acquisition, training and workshops to help them to

Europe’s business with its local customers and part-

strengthen their core competencies.
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Products and Services

RETAIL BUSINESS

CORPORATE AND SME BUSINESS

Mortgage and consumer loans

Investment and liquidity financing (working capital /
overdraft), Schuldschein loans

Current accounts and savings products

Trade finance & transaction banking

Credit cards

Supply chain finance / factoring

Focus on digital banking & partnership programs

Treasury products

Sberbank Direct in Germany: online retail bank
offering term deposits, saving accounts, instant
loans and credit protection insurance

Project and real estate financing

Corporate Values
Sberbank Europe’s corporate values are at the core

All for the customer: All our activities are built

of our attitude towards life and work. They are an

around clients and are in their interests. We aim to

internal compass that helps us make decisions in

surprise and delight clients with the quality of our

complex situations.

services and attitude. We aim to exceed our clients’
expectations.

Sberbank Europe corporate values

We are a team: We’re always eager to help each

I am a leader: We take responsibility for our actions

other as we work to achieve a common goal. We help

and for what is happening around us. We are honest

our colleagues grow and develop. We are open and

with each other and with our clients. We continuously

trust our colleagues.

develop and improve ourselves, the bank, and our
environment.

9
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Our Priorities
Quality and accessibility of products & services:

Environment:

Ensuring quality and accessibility of products and

Enhancing energy efficiency and minimizing any

services, fostering respectful client relationships and

negative environmental impact through sustainable

striving to offer the most state-of-the-art digital

resources management.

banking services and a unified user experience.
Focusing on seamless, nearly instant and fully

Ethics & compliance:

automated end-to-end processes to continuously

Preventing corruption and money laundering, while

improve the customer experience.

also protecting human rights through responsible
and ethical conduct.

Responsible financing:
Contributing to regional economic development and

Security & data protection:

prosperity by providing financial solutions to local

Ensuring information security and data protection

customers. Responsible financing by supporting

for all stakeholders.

sustainable regional industries.
Charity and sponsorship:
Employees:
Supporting

Supporting local initiatives, projects and events
employee

health

and

wellbeing

by fostering diversity, a corporate culture and

with a social or cultural dimension and promoting a
healthy lifestyle.

employee engagement while enhancing learning &
development, talent management as well as a fair

Stakeholder communication:

and transparent remuneration policy.

Enhancing transparent and regular communication
with all stakeholders of Sberbank Europe.

10
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Quality and
Accessibility of
Products & Services
Our Retail Customers
Sberbank Europe has a long-term commitment

At the very forefront of this endeavor are customer

to operating in Central and Eastern Europe.

needs

It

and

accessibility

–

a

customer-centric

understands that in order to conduct its business in

approach. Sberbank Europe’s vision is to build life-

a sustainable manner it needs to align its interests

long partnerships by making financial services

with those of its customers. Sberbank Europe’s retail

personal and fast. The result of our customer-centric

strategy goes hand-in-hand with the overall strategy

approach can be seen in the continued growth of

of Sberbank to grow in segments where the bank

Sberbank Europe’s active retail customer base,

creates added value for its customers.

which increased by 70% between 2014 and 2020 from
449,000 to 780,000. Even during the challenging

Sberbank Europe’s aim is to build and foster long-

year of 2020, the number of private individuals and

term relationships with its customers, by creating a

micro companies which decided to choose Sberbank

sustainable business model for the future. It strives to

Europe for obtaining banking services increased by

do so by offering high-quality products and services

40,000.

through various channels to the right customers at
the right time.

Ensuring Quality and Accessibility of our Products and Services
Sberbank Europe aims to provide simple and

ICERTIAS recognizes legal entities which have a high-

transparent products delivered in an accessible

quality relationship and provide superior service and

manner, paying the utmost attention to safety and

support to their customers, employees and business

security. This starts with the needs of the customers

partners.

and customer-centricity being the watchword behind
any product development decision. Focusing on

Clear, simple and consistent interaction with

offering high-quality products and services aligned

Sberbank Europe is the guiding principle behind

with customer needs leads to higher customer

designing our customer journeys. An ongoing effort

satisfaction and retention.

is being made to simplify the process of obtaining
and accessing our banking services by increasing

In 2018, Sberbank Banja Luka was the second bank

transparency and speed.

within Sberbank Europe Group (after Sberbank
Serbia in 2017) to join the prestigious international
certification program ICERTIAS “Customer’s Friend”.

11
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RETAIL CUSTOMERS OF SBERBANK EUROPE GROUP

634.000 654.000

702.000

728.000

780.000

564.000
449.000

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Alternative Sales Channels:
WE CREATE VALUE FOR LOYALTY
Sberbank Europe's main strategic approach is driven

market of Republika Srpska and Sberbank aided

by accessibility with a major focus on digitalization.

brand awareness (knowledge of a brand or product

Sberbank Europe has various types of sales channels

when prompted) has reached 99%. The awareness

in addition to its branch network, including:

of the Sberbank brand is growing despite fierce

partnerships (co-brand partners, brokers, direct sales

competition on the market. "Research has shown

agents) and the Bank@Work sales channel which

that trust, quality of service and attitude towards

offers tailored banking services to the employees of

clients are key to the strong market position we hold

our small and large corporate clients.

among the leading banks in Republika Srpska. We are
proud to be recognized for the second time as a bank

These enable us to reach more potential customers

that clients recommend," says Biljana Ševa, Head of

and offer products and services to customers who

Marketing and Communications at Sberbank Banja

would not normally visit our branch network, and to

Luka. Sberbank is the third-largest bank in Republika

establish unique and special customer service based

Srpska with a 29% market share, 14% of which

on customer needs through special offers from our

represents primary use.

partners. We aim to leverage our existing and new
partners within Bank@Work and Partnership sales

The total lockdown brought about by COVID-19

channels to find new business opportunities for

restrictions and the adjusted methodology of report

future deals through our internal banking synergy.

according to the origination scheme, this year
highlighted the value of the partnership and Bank@

The focus is on new and primary customers, and an

Work channels as below. However, contributions

enhanced customer experience using innovative

to overall new retail volume as in the table on the

products and smooth, digitized sales and service

following page of cash loans decreased to 47%

processes. This might have led, especially in one

because of the aforementioned impact, which was

of the Sberbank Europe subsidiaries, to Sberbank

coming through these channels in 2020.

Banja Luka being recognized as the bank that is
most often recommended among customers in
2020 – for the second year in a row. A study has
shown that the positions of brands on the banking

12
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SHARE OF NEW VOLUME OF CASH LOAN THROUGH ALTERNATIVE SALES (%)

47

50

47

2019

2020
YE FC

37

2017

2018

Bank@Work and Partnership innovation 2020: country highlights
Sberbank Bosnia & Herzegovina
Launched QR code payments via mobile phone and
increased the number and volume of transactions
by Sberbank cards in stores of dedicated partners by
66% (year on year).
Established target market for the education segment
as a special promotion by direct sales on university
premises and set up “cash loan from home” within
Bank@Work.
Sberbank Serbia
Continued to adjust products to better meet the

Payments with QR code increased volume of transactions by 66% (yoy).

needs of customers who prefer the Bank@Work
channel (introduction of short-term loans, pricing

Sberbank Slovenia

adjustments) which allowed the bank to increase the

Launched a brand-new end-to-end digital process

number of new customers by 300.

for credit card applications submitted through
intermediary channels intermediaries channel and

Sberbank Croatia

set up a fully paperless and fast decision-making

Set up a business cooperation with Triglav, as the

digital process, which allows clients to apply for new

leading insurance company in the Croatian market

credit cards at selected partner premises.

as cash loan intermediator, and increased overall
disbursements by EUR 2.4m in the first year.

Sberbank Banja Luka
Developed the Bank@Work academy, as a special

Sberbank Czech Republic

and unique educational program for employees for

Increased growth in mortgage by 60% (year on year)

selected Bank@Work companies.

through third-party partnerships.

Launched a special campaign with on-the-spot

Re-launched the Bank@Work sales channel as a pilot

discounts at selected partners for card payments.

with 5 branches in December 2020.
Sberbank Hungary
Extension of direct sales agent activity, increasing the
number of agents to 40, and launched full branchless
process for cash loan.
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Omni-channel Access and Product Innovation
During 2020, Sberbank Europe Group continued

Slovenia began implementing a digital end-to-end

the strong development of its digital channels in

process based on e-Identity and video ID for cur-

order to ensure the highest quality of the digital

rent accounts and saving accounts. Sberbank Serbia

services and the accessibility of our products to

launched an online process for personal loans, which

customers across the countries we cover.

reduced the number of necessary branch visits to just
one.

Many activities and projects related to digital banking
were either completed or started. Among other inno-

Sberbank Europe also continued with the group om-

vations, Sberbank Czech Republic launched a new in-

ni-channel platform program which was launched

ternet and mobile banking solution. As a pilot country,

in 2019. The goal of the program is to gradually im-

Sberbank Czech Republic also implemented the new

plement new forms of internet and mobile banking,

Sberbank Europe Group website design. This design

delivering a unified and seamless user experience

significantly improves the customer experience

across channels and SBEU subsidiaries, increasing

and will be gradually rolled out across the Sberbank

customer engagement with the bank, attracting

Europe Group. Sberbank Serbia started offering its

new customers and cross-/up-sales to existing cus-

clients a way to make payments via mobile app

tomers through online processes. In 2020, a pilot

directly from their current accounts by scanning QR

was launched in Sberbank Croatia, and preparation

codes directly at points of sale.

for an additional rollout is underway in Germany.

Sberbank Europe also continued with the further de-

In terms of online sales represented through sales of

velopment of online sales, the importance of which

personal loans as a key product, online channels gen-

increased further during the COVID-19 restrictions.

erated over EUR 90 million in new volumes across

In addition to already existing online sales process-

the Group, and the online contribution to overall

es, customers of Sberbank Hungary can now apply

personal loan sales is stable at ~19%. The base of cus-

for the government product “baby loan” a product

tomers using digital services grew by 11% in 2020 and

supported by the Hungarian government using

reached ~281,000 registered digital users.

video identification (Sberbank was among the first
pioneers on the market to launch video ID for
personal loans back in February 2019). Sberbank

SHARE OF RETAIL PERSONAL LOANS ORIGINATING FROM ONLINE CHANNELS
(SBERBANK EUROPE GROUP)

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2015
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Similar to 2020, digitalization will continue across
the Sberbank Europe Group in 2021. Among other
innovations, customers can look forward to the new
SBEU Group website redesign, which will be rolled out
to further Sberbank subsidiaries. Sberbank Croatia
and Germany will continue with the group omnichannel platform program to gradually strengthen
their digital channels. Sberbank Slovenia and Serbia
will expand online sales and include further products
(personal loans and credit cards, and overdrafts
respectively). Sberbank Hungary will also expand
online sales processes to include additional products

Sberbank Europe's main goal: digitalization.

(personal loan consolidation, current accounts),
and Sberbank Czech Republic will implement Bank
ID, the nationwide standard for online customer
identification to broaden the reach of its online sales
processes.
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Providing Financial
Solutions to Corporate
Clients
Customers are at the very center of all activities of

Sberbank Europe’s proficient and reliable relationship

Sberbank Europe. Our organization, systems, prod-

managers have an adequate scope for decision-ma-

ucts and services are our tools. Our relationship with

king. They are capable of exploring customer-specific

the customer is the soil we cultivate. We are commit-

demands and offering creative solutions, based on

ted to fulfilling our customers’ needs and expectations.

the customers’ needs and level of financial literacy.
We endeavor to understand our customers’ business

As a bank, we constantly ask ourselves what our cus-

needs and establish ourselves as a long-term financial

tomers expect of us and how we can best fulfill these

partner.

expectations. Our maxim is to act entrepreneurially in
the interests of the customers. We are eager to build

Sberbank Europe is committed to working with cus-

long-term business relationships based on trust and

tomers to develop flexible, tailor-made solutions. With

common understanding. We aim to earn this trust by

a stable ownership structure, a solid funding and cap-

demonstrating expertise and flexibility in our day-to-

ital base, Sberbank Europe is well equipped to take on

day work.

this role.

Bridge to Russia
Sberbank Europe’s parent company is one of the

and service in dealing with Russia’s private and pub-

world’s biggest banks and the largest bank in Rus-

lic sectors as well as its governmental organizations.

sia. This makes Sberbank Europe a natural banking
partner for all companies doing business in Russia

With a network of banks covering eight countries in

and CIS. The availability of various raw materials as

Central and South-Eastern Europe, Sberbank Europe

well as other products is a highly attractive prospect

offers end-to-end services for companies looking to

for Austrian and CEE companies. The timber, paper

do business and roll out projects in these growing

and petrochemical industries are taking particular

markets.

advantage of this. Our clients rely on our expertise

Cooperation with CEE
Sberbank Europe AG is the head office of our

transactions and coordinating joint financing with

European banking group. It acts as an agent for joint

subsidiary banks. It also takes direct financing

deals in the countries we cover. The corporate finance

stakes in bigger transactions of its subsidiary banks.

team of Sberbank Europe AG is both generating new

Our business model is set up to harness our full
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potential as a banking group acting in several CEE

are following an efficient business concept designed

countries. Sberbank Europe has established different

to share our competencies. We work in joint teams

platforms for interacting and communicating about

and serve cross-border clients to support local busi-

business opportunities. By using group synergies, we

ness in the countries of our operation.

Regional Impact
With a presence in eight markets in Central and
Eastern Europe and a wide range of banking products
and services, Sberbank Europe contributes to the
macroeconomic growth and prosperity of the region.
The bank has set itself an ambitious goal of fostering
the growth of these emerging markets.
The following overview highlights some concrete
examples of our corporate banking business and the
regional impact of our financing activities:
Respectful Customer Relationship
Sberbank Hungary strives to develop continuing

Sberbank Hungary pioneered 2020 with issuing green bonds within
Sberbank Europe Group.

client relationships and expresses its appreciation

99.9% of corporate payment transactions are

towards its long-term partners. In 2020, Sberbank

initiated via digital channels. The proportion of

Hungary handed over several loyalty awards to its

manual/paper-based payment orders is kept at an

esteemed corporate customers that contributed to

absolute minimum. Corporate and SME customers

the success of the bank’s corporate business. Cordia

interested in accessing the FX markets can also apply

Group, a leading Hungarian real estate developer,

for accounts via the Sberbank Electronic Trading

was one of the awarded clients. Sberbank Hungary

platform. It offers a real-time access to foreign

successfully participated in two recent private

exchange conversions.

placements of Cordia Group as part of the Growth
Scheme for Bonds sponsored by the National Bank of
Hungary. The Cordia award ceremony was showered
in positive publicity in social media.
Product Innovation & Accessibility of Products
and Services
In line with local regulatory requirements, Sberbank
Hungary introduced an “instant payment” service in
March 2020. Now the bank’s customers can transfer
domestic LCY payments under HUF 10 million within
5 seconds. The service is available 24/7.
Sustainable Products
In 2020, Sberbank Hungary participated in its first
green bond issue. It was provided to CPI Group, a real
estate developer operating in CEE. The contribution
amounted to EUR 5 million. The National Bank of
Hungary supports green financing with concessions
in capital adequacy requirements related to such
loans and bonds. Sberbank Hungary became a green
bond pioneer within the Sberbank Europe Group.
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Support of CEE Economies during
the COVID-19 Crisis
Moreover, our Bosnian subsidiary is participating in
two crucial infrastructural projects: the construction
of one of the largest and most demanding energy
plants for the last 30 years and the construction of
the corridor 5c highway.
Sberbank Serbia has attained a significant share
of the governmental Guarantee Scheme program
offered to legal entities in Serbia in 2020. The bank
managed to place EUR 38 million in loans with a
state guarantee in the first stage of the program.
“FGS GO!” a new framework of Sberbank Hungary supporting
enterprises in challenging times.

The second lot of EUR 25 million was granted and

Sberbank Europe subsidiary banks have taken an

Serbia to attain a share of 6.4% in the total loans

active part in numerous subsidiary projects to

provided by the banking sector based on the National

support CEE economies during the COVID-19 crisis.

Guarantee Scheme, which is significantly higher than

consumed by the bank in full. This enabled Sberbank

the bank’s market share. Sberbank Serbia has always
Sberbank Hungary was among the first banks in the

supported entrepreneurs, micro, small and medium

country to provide “FGS Go!” ("Funding for Growth

businesses, which are the driving force behind the

Scheme Go!") loans. “FGS Go!” is a new loan frame-

growth of the Serbian economy.

work for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises
introduced by the National Bank of Hungary to boost
the economy after the coronavirus pandemic. The
program aims to help companies remain in operation
without staff reductions. This is made available via
several commercial banks with some fixed product
features such as a maximum interest rate of 2.5% and
a quick approval period of less than two weeks.
Sberbank Bosnia & Herzegovina and the Development Bank of the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina

have

signed

an

agreement

to

participate in the loan-guarantee programs of
the Guarantee Fund. The Guarantee Fund is an
instrument of assistance of the federal government
for the economic recovery and mitigation of the
impact of COVID-19. Guarantees will be issued
through the Development Bank covering 50% of the
loans approved to eligible clients.
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Employees
The strategic goal of our Human Resources team is to

a strong emphasis on learning and development as

attract, develop and engage talented employees with

well as on living and promoting diversity, fostering the

a pioneering spirit in order to provide the best ser-

health of its employees, and guaranteeing fair, mar-

vice to our customers. Sberbank Europe Group puts

ket-oriented remuneration.

Employee Health & Wellbeing
In 2020, supporting the work-life balance of our

been infected with the coronavirus. Sberbank Serbia

employees by promoting health topics was espe-

offered free testing to employees who had COVID-19

cially high on the agenda at Sberbank Europe AG.

symptoms. To show appreciation to the employees

Due to the pandemic, our headquarters and sub-

whom due to the nature of their job, were required

sidiaries took diverse protection measures for

to continue working in the branches and offices,

employees: the Group’s emergency response teams

Sberbank Serbia launched a social media campaign

implemented important actions, including inform-

to shed a light on these employees’ commitment.

ing employees about the coronavirus and how to

Furthermore, Sberbank Serbia provided an addi-

protect themselves from it; banning business trips,

tional health package for employees who were work-

events and seminars; preparing business continuity

ing with clients during pandemic.

plans; reducing the physical presence of staff in the
offices; increasing hygiene in the branches and more.
Further measures to protect employees from COVID19 included providing hand disinfectant and masks
for free to the employees based in the headquarters;
Sberbank Hungary prepared masks and cleaning
wipes for all employees.
At the headquarters in Vienna, remote working was
furtherly implemented and became a regular way
of work. In addition, all subsidiaries offered remote
working options due to COVID-19 (if the requirements of the specific position allowed for this).

Sberbank Europe AG has been rewarded with a seal from Trinicum
diagnostics, a medical center offering frequent COVID-19 testings.

Furthermore, over the course of 2020, employees

To ensure the mental wellbeing of employees as well,

at our headquarters and Sberbank Hungary were

some of the subsidiaries provided them with special

split into two groups, rotating between the office

guidance on how to deal with the new situation. For

and remote working to reduce interactions to a

instance, Sberbank Hungary introduced a “Quaran-

limited and fixed number of people. Key staff mem-

themes” newsletter providing tips on how to stay

bers based in the headquarters were also tested on

mentally and physically healthy during the quaran-

a weekly basis for COVID-19 and therefore the com-

tine. Sberbank Slovenia offered online workshops

pany received the corresponding seal of “COVID-

with psychologists on topics such as remote work-

19 tested company” from the laboratory Trinicum

ing and launched a newsletter tackling topics such

Diagnostics. The Works Council of the headquarters

as “How to communicate with employees during the

organized COVID-19 antibody testing to offer clar-

pandemic” or “How to make employees feel like a

ity as to whether certain employees had already

team during remote working”.
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Sberbank

Croatia

started

the

initiative

(yearly medical check, lung function check, mela-

“SBERconnected”, creating a platform for employ-

noma check), medical consultations (occupational

ees to stay connected while working remotely and

medicine counselling, ergonomic advice, advice on

share their daily challenges as well as ideas for reliev-

vaccinations), a variety of vaccinations, and in-house

ing stress. At the headquarters, the industrial psy-

first aid training. To further strengthen the immune

chologist provided support via video and phone calls,

system of the employees, the Works Council of the

focusing in particular on coping with the exceptional

headquarters has introduced free fruit baskets,

circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic and lock-

which are available in the office on a weekly basis.

down-related challenges. Also, the headquarters’

Sberbank Czech Republic offered workshops, train-

employees received a “survival kit for times of COVID-

ing sessions and massages to its employees during

19”, which included tips such as “How to stay pro-

their various health days.

ductive and positive while working from home” and
“How to avoid cyber security threats while working

In 2020, the Group’s average number of sick leave

from home”.

days in relation to total working days was reduced
to 2.83%, compared to 3.4% in 2019. Sberbank Banja

During times of increased remote working and the

Luka had the lowest sick leave rate, with only 1.5% in

challenges of juggling professional and private life at

2020.

the same time, flexible working time has gained even
more relevance. Flexible working time is offered at

Sberbank Europe AG is convinced that frequent

the headquarters in Vienna as well as at four subsidi-

sports activities also contribute to a healthy life-

aries of the Group (except for the branches).

style. However, due to the pandemic, such activities
were only possible in a limited capacity in 2020. In

Sberbank Europe AG has a group-wide target to offer

September 2020, the Works Council of the head-

at least two health-related activities to the employ-

quarters opened an in-house fitness room, which

ees in each subsidiary per year. This target was met

was equipped with various sport facilities and free

throughout the whole Group despite the pandemic,

for all employees to use. When the relevant restric-

as there were on average five health-related activ-

tions allowed for it, the fitness room was used for

ities per country in 2020. The Group’s headquar-

many different activities in 2020, such as table ten-

ters offered the most activities in 2020, with four-

nis, yoga, back fit, etc.. At Sberbank Croatia, virtual

teen health-related measures mostly organized by

sporting events such as dance, and yoga classes were

the Works Council. These included medical checks

organized for the employees.

Talent Management and
Learning & Development
Sberbank Europe AG’s Talent Management and

bank’s training strategy. In an effort to adapt to the

Learning & Development mission is to be an organi-

special circumstances of 2020, relevant group-wide

zation that prioritizes continuous learning, offering

topics – such as resilience, dealing with difficult sit-

employees the possibility to grow within the com-

uations, tips on remote working, managing teams

pany and reach their strategic goals. With this in

remotely as well as COVID-19 modules and their reg-

mind, Sberbank Europe fosters the development of

ulatory framework – were covered in online sessions

its employees’ core competencies, skills and knowl-

or other electronic formats.

edge. On average, each employee in the Group had
2.21 days of training in the year 2020 (an increase

Additionally, the headquarters continued to provide

of over 25% when compared to 2019). Performance

language courses in Russian and German alongside

meetings are also an important aspect of develop-

a variety of different professional training and coach-

ment, which is why each employee in the Group has

ing opportunities on an individual basis. In Sberbank

at least one appraisal with his or her manager per

Hungary, Russian language courses was also offered

year. Knowledge management through sharing and

to all Board Members, and English courses to all

fostering internal expertise and skills is part of the

employees to enhance their language skills.
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An internal CFO event was held at Sberbank Europe

system. Above all, the LMS is equipped with more

headquarters in Vienna in January. The Group CFO,

than 16,000 online courses provided by LinkedIn

alongside other Finance colleagues, discussed all

Learning, which makes learning flexible, while also

necessary improvements in the hopes of finding solu-

addressing all employees with individual topics of

tions, starting from real-life failure cases. The aim of

their choice.

the event was to take the sting out of failure, share
stories in a supportive environment, exchange expe-

More than 40 colleagues from across Sberbank

riences in workshops and figure out what could have

Europe AG and Sberbank Switzerland, including all

been done differently.

CFOs, CROs and key staff from Finance divisions
joined the first online CFO Day in September to discuss the role of the Finance Department in times of
COVID-19. Key topics included how to lead in uncertainty, regulatory priorities for the next year, budgeting process, working from home and how to use
innovative technology to further improve internal
processes and optimize costs.
In the headquarters, the demand for individual professional training was also met, mainly covering

In early 2020, workshops with physical presence were still possible.
The workshop “Learning from failure” encouraged employees to think
about improvements for the upcoming projects.

developments in Accounting, Risk and Compliance.
Newly promoted managers received feedback training to further enhance their team-leading skills.

With COVID-19 impacting day-to-day business,
Sberbank Europe Group focused on the opportu-

Sberbank Czech Republic’s investment bankers

nities presented by this unprecedented pandemic

held their first fully online workshop in September

rather than the difficulties. All training sessions were

to mark 2020 as the record year for investment

held online – thanks to the flexibility this offered, the

products. During the workshop, the best investment

attendance rate for online training increased as well.

bankers were awarded, intensive training was pro-

In 2020, a learning management system (LMS) was

vided, and the main compliance guidelines for the

introduced for the first time in Sberbank Europe AG.

sale investment product were refreshed with all par-

So far, training-related requests have been mainly

ticipants. Sberbank Czech Republic bankers also had

submitted in paper form. As of 2020, every manager

the chance to discuss future trends with portfolio

and HR can now approve them with a simple mouse

managers.

click in the LMS, proving once again how Sberbank
Europe AG is most certainly on the road to digitali-

Sberbank Croatia’s traditional Retail Sales Meeting

zation. All mandatory internal eLearning courses are

has been held virtually for the first time. The

now also available solely on this platform. Employees

event went as successfully as Sberbank Croatia’s

can now track their learning progress directly in the

branch network is adapting to the “new normal” –

New meeting routine at Sberbank Europe.
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"More of you in the work we do": Sberbank Europe employer branding links the bank's corporate values to individual success stories of our employees.

continuously, without interruption and providing

In order to attract potential candidates, Sberbank

services to customers even during the most chal-

Slovenia participated in the second annual Online

lenging times. The virtual event brought together all

Career Fair in January. The fair is a simple, transpar-

branch and regional managers, B-1s and representa-

ent and effective way of connecting the right people

tives of the Management Board, in total more than

to the right jobs through online applications. During

50 participants. The meeting was closed with a pres-

the fair, employers present themselves and their

entation about “Sber the World”, a competition for

vacancies on virtual stands, which allow you to chat,

retail employees, competing in sales performance in

make video calls, submit job applications and sign

a playful way.

up for an online recruitment database. As a result,
Sberbank Slovenia received more than 100 applica-

“You don't build a business, you build people. And

tions, some of them for highly specialized job open-

then people build the business”. According to this

ings, and contacted quite a few potential candidates.

quote from the famous salesman Zig Ziglar, Sberbank
Slovenia created a 14-month leadership development

On average, 60% of new hires across all subsidiaries

program for enhancing the skills of its employees.

belong to Generation Y (i.e. those born between 1981

The learning group consisted of dedicated and moti-

and 1995). Being able to offer employees the oppor-

vated individuals who are recognized as potential

tunity to grow within the company is hugely impor-

successors for higher managerial positions. Based

tant to Sberbank Europe AG. On average, 25% of all

on individual development plans and 360-degree

vacant positions in the Group were filled by inter-

assessment of the participants, Sberbank Slovenia

nal candidates (a 5% increase compared to 2019); at

prepared various internal and external activities

Sberbank Banja Luka, as many as 68% were filled by

with training topics such as leadership skills, build-

internal candidates. The voluntary turnover rate in

ing high-performing teams, strategic thinking,

the Group in 2020 was lowest at the headquarters

change management, effective communication and

and Sberbank Slovenia – at only 7.8%.

self-management.
Sberbank Europe has reached another milestone
The Sberbank Europe AG Leadership program was

and has over 5,000 followers on LinkedIn, which

kicked off in December 2020 for all B-1 managers

was achieved in the first quarter of 2020. The

in the headquarters. The program is the result of the

Group’s LinkedIn channel has shown an organic

managers’ feedback and their valuable project team-

growth of +1,000 followers within the last 9 months

work. The program aims at strengthening and devel-

and performed positively in terms of user engage-

oping the core leadership competencies of SBAG

ment. Most of the followers come from Austria,

senior managers. Potential gaps in leadership pro-

Russia, Hungary and the Czech Republic. Sberbank

files will be covered by dedicated skills development

Europe has recently begun publishing its job offers

training sessions, while strengths will be fostered to

on LinkedIn and extended its channel with the

help better lead a team and drive forward Sberbank’s

"Life" section, a branded landing page that high-

vision. The program will continue in 2021 with an indi-

lights the bank’s accomplishments and culture.

vidual and group online assessment. This program is

It will also feature employees’ posts, as Sberbank

a crucial strategic step for Sberbank Europe.

Europe AG is listed under current experience in the
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employee’s profile, and one of the company’s hash-

featured on LinkedIn, the website’s career pages, and

tags is used (#moreofyouintheworkwedo, #sberbank,

HR-related print and presentation materials. The

#sberbankeurope). Moreover, in terms of employer

goal of Sberbank Europe as an employer is to create

branding, five colleagues from Sberbank Europe AG

a community in which all employees feel encour-

have shared their professional success stories and

aged to achieve their full potential and develop while

experiences, presenting the bank’s corporate values

remaining open and authentic. In keeping with the

to job applicants and external audiences. New strik-

motto "More of you in the work we do".

ing visuals, accompanied by inspiring stories, were

Remuneration & Fair Income
The Sberbank Europe Group’s remuneration strat-

fully or partially subsidized by the company through-

egy aims to reward performance, competence, long-

out the majority of the Group.

term results and engagement based on an appropriate mix of fixed and variable compensation that

On top of that, Sberbank Europe AG also continued

reflects market standards.

to subsidize a private health insurance for all its
employees in Vienna, as well as providing a subsidy

Driven by the company’s strategy of paying for per-

for the daily meal in the HQ canteen.

formance and recognizing exceptional work, the
Sberbank Europe Group’s remuneration policy con-

German and Russian language courses for employ-

nects Group strategy and employee behaviors in an

ees were organized online throughout the year and

environment where competence and leadership are

paid by the company.

the main focus. Clearly defined and reasonably evaluated goals are pre-conditions for any bonus pay-

Sberbank Europe AG as well as other subsidiaries

ments. Incentive schemes for the sales team com-

such as Sberbank Slovenia are contributing to a vol-

bine crucial retail business strategy and regulatory

untary pension fund for their employees.

background in an easy and transparent way.
At Sberbank Bosnia and Herzegovina, there is a New
Ensuring fair and market-oriented remuneration

Year's payment for employees as well as New Year’s

remains a priority for Sberbank Europe in 2020.

gifts for their children. Gift cards and gift packages

Therefore, Sberbank Europe HQ continues to use the

are handed out when children are born or start

benchmarking system of a major consulting firm,

school. Due to the financial impacts of the COVID-

providing reliable market data focused on Austrian

19-crisis and following the recommendations of the

financial institutions to evaluate the compensation

European Central Bank and the National Bank, we

of the employees. It also uses benchmark data in its

aimed for a moderate and balanced approach to

subsidiaries, where reliable data is available on the

bonus payment for the performance year 2019 (paid

local market.

out in 2020). To ensure a sustainable and results-oriented remuneration strategy, we will continue this

Apart from special conditions for loans, bank

approach in 2021, adapting it to future developments.

accounts and other banking services, the employees
also receive a range of benefits, varying from country
to country.
Employees are offered various discounts for local
shops and services. As a special Christmas gift and
to support local shops and restaurants close to the
headquarters in Vienna during the COVID-19 crisis,
the management team decided to hand out special
vouchers to employees this year. The public transportation ticket (known as the “Jobticket” in Austria) is
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Employee Involvement & Engagement
Sberbank Europe considers teambuilding to be a vital

that was attended by more than 300 employees.

part of employee motivation and engagement, as it

During the event, members of Sberbank Croatia’s

increases team spirit and strengthens corporate cul-

Management Board commented on the business

ture. In the first quarter, when it was still possible to

results for 2020 and shared plans for 2021.

organize events, Sberbank Czech Republic hosted
its corporate “Journey of light” New Year’s party in

Maintaining social distance was a strict rule in

Brno in January 2020, which has become the big-

2020, which is why Sberbank Europe AG prepared

gest New Year’s party in Sberbank Czech Republic’s

a Christmas surprise for the employees in Vienna.

history. A big show that told the story of Sberbank

Although the corporate Christmas party was always

through lights made the party a truly unique specta-

a year’s highlight, this time it could not take place, so

cle. Furthermore, the seventh traditional Sberbank

the Management Board invited all employees to visit

Europe Ski Championship took place in Kranjska

the “Christmas wall of sparkling memories”, a festive

Gora, Slovenia at the beginning of March. All other

display with photos from the past events. Employees

activities and meetings switched to digital format

could choose their favorite pictures to be printed.

such as the Group online meeting of all the subsidi-

On a group-wide level, we continued the trend of

ary banks of Sberbank International and the online

having internal trainers share their expertise with

gathering of Sberbank Croatia under the motto

colleagues. Group HR and Communication teams

“Before-During-After Corona Crisis”, where Croatian

started online initiatives for sharing employer brand-

Board Members shared vital business messages and

ing updates and trends to be applied in daily work

answered employee questions. Sberbank Hungary

in all subsidiary banks as well as the headquarters.

followed Sberbank Croatia’s example and held a

Sberbank Bosnia and Herzegovina’s internal training

webinar named “Sberbank Forum”. Sberbank Europe

academy provided a number of interesting topics by

introduced an Internal Forum – a user-friendly digi-

in-house lecturers and is intended for all employees

tal communication platform where the colleagues

of the bank. Sberbank Serbia put their focus on SME

can exchange news – and various online activities to

employees, for whom 17 different initiatives were

maintain a good flow of communication within the

organized with internal trainers from other depart-

teams. The traditional Sberbank Croatia Christmas

ments, whereas HR initiated soft skills trainings such

party could not take place this year, so the bank

as mentoring, interviewing skills, presentation skills

decided to organize a virtual “Christmas broadcast”

and sales skills.

Diversity & Equal Opportunities
Sberbank Europe AG believes that diversity and inclu-

being appointed in Sberbank Slovenia. At the B-1 and

sion encourage a plurality of perspectives, foster

B-2 level in the Group, there were on average more

innovation and contribute to an engaging working

than 50% female managers.

environment. The variety of more than 35 nationalities working at Sberbank Europe’s headquarters

67% of Sberbank Europe AG’s locations, including

in Vienna reflects the cultural diversity of Sberbank

the headquarters, subsidiaries, branches, are bar-

Europe’s eight markets. Two thirds of the total work-

rier-free. The headquarters in Vienna and Sberbank

force at the headquarters have foreign citizenship.

Slovenia are 100% barrier free.

Regarding the appointment of senior executives,

There has been one reported complaint of discrimi-

Sberbank Europe Group aims to have at least one

nation in 2020 within the Group, which was carefully

female manager in every national management team

investigated through interviews and a review of the

or Supervisory Board. This was achieved throughout

available information. The allegation could not be

the Sberbank Europe AG Group (with exception of

verified.

Sberbank Croatia) in 2020, with a new female CEO
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Environment
Sberbank Europe's Environmental
Impact Management
As a multinational organization, Sberbank Europe

well as vehicle and aircraft business trips. To mini-

feels a huge sense of responsibility towards its soci-

mize unfavorable impact on environment, Sberbank

ety, its environment and other organizations. Our

Europe monitors the use of resources and takes

aim is to make sure that future generations can live

action to improve energy efficiency and reduce its

in a world that is even better than the current one.

ecological footprint.

In order to achieve this, we are ready to invest our
resources in the welfare of the planet. Even though

As already mentioned, we do have some limitations,

the direct ecological impact of banks in general

as we are a bank that does not produce any goods.

and Sberbank Europe in particular may be limited,

It is difficult, in times of very complex supply chains,

our group is committed to reducing its consump-

to have a complete CSR screening. But we are taking

tion of natural resources. Among the main sources

the CSR of our partners into consideration as much

of Sberbank Europe’s environmental impact are its

as possible during the supplier selection process.

infrastructure facilities, expendable materials as

CSR Report Procurement & Cost Management,
Real Estate & Facility Management
1.Real Estate & Facility Management –

investing in digital tools, decreasing our office space

Project Nova FM

and helping our employees manage their work from

In 2020, Sberbank Europe launched a large project

home. This initiative the spaces covered by our head

designed to improve the sustainability of the whole

offices will decrease by 21% by 2025.

Sberbank Group. Project Nova FM consists of 5 big
blocks, which are set to dramatically change our eco-

b.New concept for our car fleet

logical footprint.

From 2013 to 2020, we focused on decreasing the
number of business trips and introduced CO2 limits

a.New concept for our head offices

for our car fleet. In addition, we downsized our car

Daily commutes to the office and back home are

fleet as shown on the table on the next page.

causing a lot of CO2 emissions every day. In order
to decrease this, we will be setting up a hybrid
workplace in all our subsidiaries. This new working
environment will be fully digital with the option of
physical presence only if needed. That is why we are
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SBERBANK EUROPE GROUP CAR FLEET DEVELOPMENT (BY NUMBER OF CARS)

350
320
290
260
230
200
170
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Our new target is it to reduce the CO2 emissions of

have been adapted accordingly as shown on the table

our car fleet by converting as many of the cars as

below:

possible to e-cars. The limits for the CO2 emissions

Car Category

Maximum CO2 Emission Old

Maximum CO2Emission New

I (Management Board)

150 g/km

55 g/km

II (B-1 Managers)

140 g/km

45 g/km

III (B-2 Managers)

120 g/km

45 g/km

IV (Branch Managers)

110 g/km

45 g/km

V (Pool Cars)

100 g/km

45 g/km

Due to the limited infrastructure for e-cars in some
countries of our presence, switching completely to
e-cars is quite challenging, that’s why we decided
to partially replace conventional cars with hybrid
plug-in cars.
The aim is to decrease the number of cars with exclusively fossil fuel engines by 98% by 2025.
This will not only decrease fossil fuel usage; it will
New in the Sberbank Europes carfleet: environmental friendly hybrid
plug-in cars.

also have an impact on the total energy needed.
The graph on the next page shows the energy
consumption in MWh over the last few years and our
estimated figure for 2025.
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SBERBANK EUROPE GROUP TOTAL "FUEL" CONSUMPTION IN MWH
NORMAL, RENEWABLE AND ELECTRIC PER EMPLOYEE
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c.Renewable Energy

e.Branch footprint optimization

Our aim is to replace the majority of all conventional

The permanently high demand for retail and office

energy supplies with renewable ones.

areas in the city centers has resulted in very limited

We are starting by powering our headquarters with

available space as well as skyrocketing prices. In

34% green energy in 2021. By Q1 2022, we will have

the past, we had a demand for big branch premises

already reached 88%, the best result possible so

in the city centers. But thanks to digitalization and

far. Due to the market situation, we are not able to

optimization, we are able to restructure our branch

switch in all subsidiaries.

network. In the future, we will be able to serve more

For our branch network, we are starting at a cover-

clients in smaller locations by improving our facility

age of 34% in 2021, and we plan to reach a renewable

efficiency to optimize our ecological footprint.

energy share of up to 76% by Q4 2022. We are facing

Our aim is to reduce the total space used for retail

the same problem of market limitations here too. In

branches by 21% by 2025. We hope that our contribu-

addition, we have not been successful yet in convinc-

tion together with the activities of other organiza-

ing the landlords or co-tenants to switch to green

tions will help to revitalize city centers.

energy.
2.Real Estate & Facility Management – other
d.Paperless office

activities

We did have pursued several projects over the last
few years to reduce the paper consumption in our

a.Waste concept

group. We will keep on identifying paper-based pro-

As a bank, the largest part of the waste we produce

cesses that can be replaced with digital processes.

is paper. With our project Nova FM, we are already

Unfortunately, we are bound by legislative require-

targeting this issue with a solution. For all other

ments to use paper and physical signatures in some

waste categories, waste is produced from normal

entities, especially in the branches for our processes

daily activities over which we have limited control.

related to our daily operations with customers. For

However, we do have waste concepts wherever this

all other processes, we will introduce digital pro-

is permitted by the local infrastructure.

cesses to further decrease our paper consumption in
the future. We estimate we will decrease our paper
consumption by an additional 9% by 2025.
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b.Mobility

This is also shown in our KPI for “Fuel (normal &

We did not meet our target of decreasing total petrol

renew.) consumption in liters per employee”. In 2019,

consumption to 64,000 liters in 2020, but we did sur-

that consumption per employee was 104 liters, and

pass our target in terms of reducing diesel consump-

the goal was to have it reduced to 86 liters in 2020.

tion. In doing so, we managed in 2020 to be 16% below

We have surpassed this with an actual consumption

our target for total fuel consumption of 387,000 lit-

of 84 liters per employee in 2020.

ers with an actual consumption of 323,000 liters.

SBERBANK EUROPE GROUP - FUEL CONSUMPTION IN LITERS
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The pandemic in 2020 had a huge impact on how

of business trip days dropped drastically, as shown on

our employees travel, which helped us reach our tar-

the next graph.

get of reduction in that area. In Austria, the number

SBERBANK EUROPE AG (AUSTRIA ONLY) BUSINESS TRIP DAYS DEVELOPMENT
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c.Energy consumption

below, we have been very successful with this initi-

We are continuing with our campaign to raise

ative, but we will keep on making efforts to achieve

employee awareness with regard to saving energy

even more.

in the offices and branches. As shown on the graph

SBERBANK EUROPE AG - ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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Although

digitalization

will

require

additional

their activities are compliant with all statutory

energy, we are confident we will reduce our total

duties regarding the protection of human rights and

energy consumption by 3% by 2025.

respect the United Nations Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights (UNGP).

d.Water consumption
We are able to control our usage of water

Our suppliers particularly respect the human rights

consumption in two ways – firstly, through the

and dignity of their employees; comply with the

consumption of certain devices like dishwashers;

applicable laws and regulations on wages and

and secondly, through the consumption in our

working hours; allow employees to freely choose

washrooms. For the dishwashers, we are focusing on

whether or not to organize or join associations for

buying devices which are not only energy-efficient,

the purposes of collective bargaining as stipulated by

but also water-efficient. In our washrooms, we are

local laws or regulations, and prohibit discrimination

using taps and flushing tanks that reduce water

and harassment.

consumption wherever possible.
Energy efficiency will continue to be an important
By continuing these activities, we are aiming to

criterion in the process of purchasing any electronic

reduce our water consumption by 13% by 2025.

products.

2.Procurement & Cost Management
When selecting suppliers, we try our best to work
with local vendors. All our suppliers agree to comply
with the Code of Conduct of Sberbank Europe AG.
Moreover, we ask our suppliers to declare that all
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Ethics & Compliance
The framework of guidelines, procedures and

standards of corporate ethics when taking daily

standards of Sberbank Europe aims to ensure a

business decisions. During 2020, the Compliance/

compliant behavior of our employees, as well as that

AML Department has systematically informed

of our business partners. All necessary Compliance/

employees about the most relevant regulatory

AML (Anti-money laundering) guidelines, including

and internal policy updates by means of quarterly

the Code of Conduct, are in place and fully in line with

newsletters.

the latest regulatory requirements and standards
within the financial services industry. Moreover,

The Group Compliance/AML focus for 2020 was

in order to facilitate proper business relationships,

primarily on the group-steering function, which

our business partners (e.g. service providers,

has been greatly improved by the newly introduced

suppliers, etc.) are made aware of this document

collaboration tool via SharePoint. The new tool

prior to engagement. In order to ensure a uniform

ensured flexibility and customization for Sberbank

compliance management, the Group Compliance/

Europe Group to implement required processes,

AML department ensures a close and continuous

reports and daily process needs at a fast pace.

cooperation between all internal and external

Furthermore, having an easy-going UI/UX design

stakeholders, as well as the Compliance Offices

pattern, the tool was quickly adopted by all Group

within Sberbank Europe Group.

Compliance and AML officers. Having currently over
110 applications running in the backend and consisting

The Code of Conduct is considered to be of utmost

of approximately 22 common user interfaces for the

importance and shared with all Sberbank Europe

various topics, the tool ensures a substantial increase

employees. Furthermore, Sberbank Europe updates

in transparency, communication, and knowledge

the Code of Conduct on a regular basis, in order

management. As such, the Group departments’

to ensure the implementation of latest regulatory

culture successfully shifted towards digitalization

regimes. The document has been published on

admits the challenging working environment of

the intranet, as well as on the company’s website,

the pandemic. Planned upgrades involve a more

supporting transparency and accessibility of the

sustainable approval process for internal employee

institutions’ compliance-related rules.

requests (i.e. current approval requests will be
digitalized and approvals may be conducted using

Sberbank Europe enables its employees to report

digital systems only as opposed to the current paper-

their bona fide concerns in an anonymous or non-

based approach), as well as development of common

anonymous way through a whistleblowing tool. The

repositories for Compliance/AML group departments

tool allows our employees to voice their concerns in a

and deeper integration of workflows and data.

responsible and effective manner when they discover
information or behavior that they believe shows

Sberbank Europe invites all of its employees to

serious malpractice. The whistleblowing mechanism

participate in regular compliance training in order

is thus designed to support Sberbank Europe’s zero-

to gain knowledge about the compliance-related

tolerance policy towards irregularities, financial

duties and responsibilities of each individual within

crime, fraud and corruption.

the institutions’ professional environment. The
compliance-related training sessions cover anti-

Among the main assets of a financial institution

bribery, anti-corruption and compliance awareness

are its integrity and trustworthiness. In this sense,

topics, which are designed to ensure a solid basis for

Sberbank

our employees to maintain the highest standards of

Europe

implements,

monitors

and

updates various processes in order to ensure that

ethics and integrity.

our employees adhere to the rules, principles and
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This past year, the Compliance/AML departments of

Anti-money laundering (AML) is recognized as one

Sberbank Europe AG organized over 200 training ses-

of the most important tasks of Sberbank Europe as

sions on a Group level (all trainings were organized in

a financial institution. The AML function has been

line with the local health safety standards), with 40%

strengthened by various initiatives, e.g. the new

of the training focusing on Compliance-related top-

group-wide AML system for transaction monitor-

ics, 37% discussing AML issues, and 24% highlighting

ing, which was launched in 2018 and continues to be

subjects relating to sanctions. In the upcoming years,

steadily improved to this day. Despite the challeng-

the Compliance/AML departments will endeavor to

ing environment of 2020, the Group AML function

conduct training on various topics which are deemed

has kept its standards at a noteworthy level, with

relevant in order to maintain an appropriate level of

AML-related audit findings remaining steady as in

understanding of both existing and upcoming regu-

previous years after the observed decrease of 36%.

lations and local/international standards.

Respect of Human Rights
Sberbank Europe recognizes the importance and

Continuing with the initiated developments of

universality of human rights. We fully support the

human rights procedures within the Procurement

fundamental principles established in the Universal

Department of Sberbank Europe AG, the Compliance/

Declaration of Human Rights, the Convention for

AML department plans to proceed with upgrading

the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental

procurement-related

Freedoms, the declarations and conventions of the

to this plan, every potential supplier taking part

International Labour Organization, and other inter-

in future tender processes will be invited to declare

national documents in the field of human rights.

that its internal procedures focus on issues relat-

Our compliance with those principles is reflected in

ing to human rights, such as respect for employees,

our internal organizational structure, processes and

adapting applicable legal frameworks on wage and

internal guidelines, as well as in the actions towards

working hours, allowing employees to freely organ-

our colleagues, customers, partners and other par-

ize or join associations for the purpose of collective

ties with whom we cooperate.

bargaining as provided by local law, and prohibiting

documentation.

According

discrimination, harassment and retaliation.
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Risk Management
system at Sberbank
Europe
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is about risk

•

management, and risk management is about
CSR. Sberbank Europe unites the disciplines of

to carry out strategic planning according to
Group Risk Appetite;

•

to keep the Supervisory Board of the Bank,

risk management and CSR so that the result

Management Board, related collegial bodies

automatically becomes more deeply embedded

and competent business units informed about

into management processes, as it will directly feed

material risks and capital adequacy;

into strategic decision-making. Secondly, it will

•

encourage investment analysts to recognize and
reward CSR.

to ensure there is uniform understanding of risks
on the Group level;

•

to develop the risk culture and risk management
competencies in the Group taking into account

The objectives of the risk management system at

best practices.

Sberbank Europe are:
•

to identify the risk types and assess their

The objectives mentioned above constitute SBEU

materiality;

risk management, which is understood as a complex

•

to assess and forecast the level of risks;

of measures intended to ensure the identification,

•

to set risk limits and to maintain the indicators

assessment, aggregation of all material risks, the

within the defined thresholds;

monitoring, limitation and control of volumes of risks

to monitor and control the volume of risks taken

taken, the planning of risk level, the implementation

and implement measures aimed to mitigate the

of risk mitigation actions to keep the accepted risk

level of the risk taken by the Group;

volumes within the established external and internal

to comply with the mandatory ratios and

limits in the course of realization of the Sberbank

restrictions established by the regulators;

Europe strategy.

•

•
•

to assess the adequacy of Available Financial
Resources (AFR) to cover material risks including
in case of stress conditions;

•

to plan the capital liquidity and funding,
based on the results of the comprehensive risk
assessment;

•

to test the Group’s stability against internal
and external risk factors, business development
strategy targets and regulatory capital adequacy
requirements;

•

to develop preventive and corrective actions
aimed at maintaining capital/liquidity adequacy
and preventing/reducing the Group’s losses in
the event of stress conditions;
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Group Risk Strategy Elements and
Execution Framework
Group risk strategy is effectively implemented into daily operations using the following four pillars:

The organization of the risk management function

into consideration the target profile (forward-

sets out a homogeneous structure across the Group

looking approach). Finally, a core part of the risk

along with standard roles and responsibilities. All

management function is effective and business-

activities performed by Risk are to be documented

independent steering. All those elements assure that

in

the risk strategy is effectively put into practice across

group-aligned

guidelines.

Through

its

risk

appetite, Sberbank Europe defines its willingness
to take risks; and through the risk profile, it defines
a target structure of the risks it is exposed to. The
Group manages risk and makes decisions taking
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Sustainability and Environmental Finance
Sustainability and Environmental Finance is heavily

3.

Ensuring that the borrowers have the willing-

supported by the Sberbank Europe Group as part of a

ness and capacity to appropriately monitor and

global commitment to reduce CO2 emissions known

report the allocation of the proceeds towards the

as the Paris Agreement.

green projects and
4.

Regularly checking that the proceeds are allo-

Sustainability (ESG*) aspects play a key role in

cated properly (including requesting borrowers

the credit process in the Sberbank Europe Group,

to provide updated information on the use of

which implies:

the proceeds until the relevant credit facility is

1.

repaid).

Taking ESG risks into consideration during risk
assessments (namely, risk to business model

2.
3.

and elevated credit risk arising from the cost of

In addition to the abovementioned approaches to

fulfilling ESG requirements affecting individual

sustainable business, renewable energy project

borrower/GCC)

(REN) financing in the Sberbank Europe Group is sub-

Environmental factors as input factors for risk

ject to specific conditions, such as:

appetite

•

Granting of sustainable loans on the sole condition that specific lending and monitoring proce-

and project development expertise
•

dures are established (covered below)
4.

Tenor should not exceed max. full pay-out (full
pay-out is a period of full repayment of the loan

In-house evaluation of borrower-specific risks
through ESG factors and the adequacy of risk

A strong sponsor with a satisfactory track record

based on CF of the project)
•

mitigation.

Tenor of financing should not exceed confirmed
period guaranteed by the state subsidies (on
price/tariff of unit of electricity)

As part of credit policies and procedures, Sberbank

•

No bullet loans

Europe Group commits to conducting climate-resil-

•

Application

for

debt

service,

maintenance

ient lending business with lending policies and proce-

reserve accounts or early repayment schemes

dures describing the granting and monitoring of such

(free cash flow is to be used for the loan repay-

business. This is covered in:

ment/cash sweep) is to be submitted.

a) Providing a list of requirements and criteria to

Sberbank Europe assessed the key non-financial risks

green projects (such as renewable energy and other)

in terms of their ecological and/or social impact. In

that we consider eligible for local banks as part of

addition, all risks related to the sustainability prior-

their local credit policy.

ities were recorded during the risk identification and

b) Setting up evaluation process that the proceeds

materiality assessment process. As part of a close

of the green credit facilities originated by Sberbank

collaboration between the Risk Management depart-

Europe banks are properly used. Such process

ment and all other relevant departments, potential

includes:

risks were identified and the corresponding control

1.

mechanisms were evaluated.

Collecting information about the climate-related
and environmental business objectives of the
borrowers

2.

Assessing the conformity of the borrowers’ funding projects with the qualifying green projects
and related criteria

* ESG - Environmental, Social and Governance
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Security and Data
Protection at
Sberbank Europe
The Security Department at Sberbank Europe AG

security strategy, some subsidiaries decided either

(both at the headquarters as well as at the subsi-

to outsource this function, or to attribute it to a

diary level) is organized around three main areas of

department other than Security. For the sake of com-

competencies – cyber-security, physical security,

pletion, in the following paragraphs we will present

and business continuity & crisis management (com-

some information referred to data protection imple-

monly referred to as BC&CM). While data protec-

mentation, as part of the security strategy.

tion plays a relevant role in the company’s overall

Cyber-Security
Cyber-security has become increasingly important in

targeted by cyber-attackers, which is why we are con-

today’s world. The level of interconnection in which

stantly spreading information and awareness among

we live, the proliferation of embedded devices, and

staff and external providers. The goal is to make our

the widespread use of mobile devices have improved

people aware of the dangers connected with their

our quality of life. However, at the same time, they

professional and private life.

have also opened doors to a new set of risks. Malware,
phishing, social engineering, credit card frauds, and

For 2021, Sberbank Europe AG decided to innovate its

spamming have become elements of our daily life,

efforts in the cyber-security domain. Over the course

and we constantly receive alerts related to new types

of the year, a new tool will be rolled out across the

of attacks. Cyber-criminals have targeted banks and

entire Group that uses artificial intelligence (AI) to

other financial institutions that have to constantly

monitor and track possible cyber-security attacks.

improve and update their cyber-security programs

This will allow the company to provide a more effec-

in order to protect their assets. At Sberbank Europe

tive response and increase its overall level of cyber-se-

AG, cyber-security is at the top of the list of security

curity. Additionally, Sberbank Europe AG contracted

concerns for senior management and security pro-

an external company to perform a thorough assess-

fessionals. Our parent company, Sberbank of Russia,

ment of the cyber-security strategy, both at the

has invested a large number of resources in the devel-

headquarters as well as at the subsidiaries. The main

opment of a state-of-the-art Security operational

goal is to gain independent feedback on the status of

center that addresses all kinds of cyber-security

Sberbank Europe AG’s cyber-security preparedness

issues that might affect the bank. Sberbank Europe

and develop improving measures to keep up to date

AG and Sberbank of Russia have increased their coop-

with the changing environment.

eration in the cyber-security domain, with the goal
of leveraging vast experience and skills and reinforcing our defense capabilities. At Sberbank Europe AG,
we are aware of the fact that humans can be easily
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Business Continuity & Crisis Management
BC&CM has become particularly relevant since the

crisis management team to provide fast decisions

start of the COVID-19 pandemic. Security has worked

and solutions to emergent issues. The BC&CM teams

hard to guarantee the staff’s uninterrupted access

in Vienna and in the subsidiaries exchanged infor-

to resources needed to maintain the company’s

mation on a constant basis, in an effort to monitor

ongoing business. Throughout the Group, BC&CM

the spreading of the pandemic and to implement the

teams have arranged new emergency processes to

necessary containment measures (disinfection of the

allow staff to work from home and to guarantee

headquarters and branches, distribution of protec-

a safe environment back in the offices. Sberbank

tive masks and disinfecting liquids, etc.).

Europe AG, like many other companies, relied on its

Data Protection
Data Protection Officers (DPO) are strategic mem-

The DPOs of the Group participate in the yearly DPO

bers of the banks’ teams, both at the headquarters

Day, an event organized by Sberbank of Russia, in

and in our subsidiaries. DPOs provide invaluable

which the participants and experts share their knowl-

opinions and points of view on the effectiveness of

edge, experience, challenges and best practices, as

Sberbank data protection strategies and advise sen-

well as the latest legal developments, trends and

ior management on the risks linked to a lack of com-

market practices. In-house training is also organized

pliance with the existing data protection regulations.

on a yearly basis for the DPOs of Sberbank Europe,

Sberbank policies and regulations require that DPOs

which consists of practical tasks, data breach simu-

participate in all the most relevant projects and ini-

lations, sharing of lessons learned and best practices.

tiatives from the very beginning to ensure data pro-

Even with the hardships that the COVID-19 pandemic

tection principles are respected, implemented and

has brought upon companies, Sberbank Europe’s IT

complied with.

and Security teams managed to ensure the availability of resources and equipment to allow the employ-

Data protection rules and regulations not only

ees to work remotely without any issues. The teams

affect senior management, but they also apply to all

in Vienna spent a weekend ensuring all the 300+

employees and units of the Banks. DPOs at Sberbank

employees had remote access and the necessary

make sure that all the stakeholders receive proper

equipment to continue doing their job from home

awareness, education and information by organizing

the following Monday. Additional measures have

dedicated training sessions and other information

been implemented, including an artificial intelligence

channels.

solution, to ensure the company’s data is secure.

Data protection awareness and education is key at Sberbank Europe.
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Physical Security
Physical security represents an important area of

salaries and wages, and the possible impact that

competence within the security departments at

this might have had on the security of Sberbank

Sberbank Europe AG. With the goal of protecting

Europe assets, additional security measures have

the company’s physical assets, physical security is a

been implemented. Company ATMs were subject to

necessary complement to any proper cyber-security

a thorough security assessment group-wide to eval-

strategy, defining the requirements that all stake-

uate their security status and propose necessary

holders need to follow in order to guarantee the max-

protective countermeasures, in terms of both hard-

imum level of security. In recent months, physical

ware and software. Physical security teams worked

security has been particularly relevant in our efforts

in cooperation with other, relevant departments, to

to protect company premises from criminal attacks.

support the anti-pandemic measures, to guarantee

Considering the consequences of the COVID-19 pan-

the safety of Sberbank Europe's staff, third-party

demic, in particular the dramatic contraction of

providers and customers.
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Charity, Sponsorship
and Environmental
Awareness
As a socially responsible and locally relevant financial

operates and the respective market. The banking

institution, Sberbank Europe is committed to

group aims to continue its tradition of promoting a

supporting social and cultural activities as well as

healthy lifestyle and supporting key regional sports

encouraging its employees to get personally involved

activities. Moreover, Sberbank Europe supports

in environmental awareness. Sberbank Europe puts

regional projects and initiatives that have a social or

great emphasis on the development of projects that

cultural dimension.

are of social significance to the regions in which it

SBERBANK EUROPE FOCUSES ITS SPONSORSHIPS,
CHARITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES ON 4 MAIN PILLARS:

The COVID-19 pandemic made 2020 enormously

in the countries in which it operates. The support

challenging – not just from an economic standpoint.

was provided either through direct financial aid,

It was also quite a difficult task to keep Sberbank

the donation of goods, equipment and services,

Europe’s untiring engagement in a variety of

or corporate volunteering. The following chapters

charities and socially responsible projects at the

describe the main activities and highlights of the

same level as in previous years. Due to governmental

past year.

measures brought about by COVID-19, Sberbank
Europe Group still managed to support and organize
numerous different initiatives, projects and activities
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Society, Education and Childcare
Sberbank Europe aims to support socially significant

responsible endeavors is the key to a better and

projects and help local communities prosper. We

brighter future.

believe that being consistent in pursuing socially

Social Responsibility
Together for a good cause: Sberbank Croatia’s

the National Blood Transfusion Service. Over 700

fundraising initiative

people joined the donation week, including Sberbank

Colleagues from the Compliance unit initiated an

Hungary’s CEO Richard Szabó. “I consider the joint

internal fundraising event under the motto “Together

support for the most fundamental values, including

for a good cause” in the bank’s headquarters. During

health, to be extremely important,” says Richard

the event, Sberbank Croatia’s employees put the

Szabó. “This campaign has helped more than 2,000

gifts they received from their business partners up

people who need a blood transfusion.”

for auction.
The raised funds were donated to humanitarian
causes. The auction was led by the Compliance
team with about 30 colleagues joining in and raising
HRK 8,000 (EUR 1,070) in a very entertaining and
competitive atmosphere. In the end, they nominated
charity projects, one of which will receive the
donation based on employee votes.

Employees from Sberbank Hungary donating blood for people in need.

Idea Box: Sberbank CZ harnesses power of
collective thinking
Sberbank CZ is relaunching the Idea Box, a project
originally premiered in 2018. A process that motivates
employees to think creatively and find new ideas
that boost business while also improving customer
and employee satisfaction. According to the new
Sberbank Croatia’s employees have once again shown that they have
a big heart!

approach, designed by the Project Management

“Good Deed Bank”: Sberbank Hungary

joins

a JIRA application (JIRA is a tool for bug tracking,

Banking

issue tracking, and project management), which

charity

initiative

of

Hungarian

Office (PMO), employees can submit their ideas as

Association

allows them to track the idea approval process. JIRA

The Hungarian Banking Association has organized

also identifies the right manager in charge of the

the “Good Deed Bank” (“JÓTETT BANK”) initiative that

particular process or product improvement to run the

gives a helping hand to people in need. As a socially

cost benefit analysis within 30 days of submission.

responsible institution, Sberbank Hungary has joined

PMO is supervising the whole procedure, making sure

the program and participated in its first stage – a

that the best ideas are approved by the Management

country-wide blood donation week. The activity was

Board and further implemented. On top of that,

organized in collaboration with the Hungarian Red

authors of the best ideas receive awards. Over 80

Cross and encouraged the employees of domestic

ideas have been submitted since the establishment of

financial institutions to help replenish the stocks of

Idea Box in 2018.
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124 donations amounted to EUR 14,000 in support
of eight colleagues from Sberbank Croatia whose
homes were destroyed or damaged by a devastating
earthquake in Zagreb in March 2020. The fundraising
campaign lasted from March 24 to May 11, 2020. All
employees of Sberbank Croatia were asked to participate, and members of the Sberbank Europe Group
were invited to join.
December SberCARE initiative in Croatia
In December, Sberbank Croatia traditionally boosts
Establishing a strong company culture together with employee ideas.

Idea Box is a good example of the Lean methodology that maximizes business results by a continuous reduction of non-value-added activities and by
establishing a strong company culture involving all
employees contributing to the company’s success.
SberCARE: new initiative by Sberbank Croatia
With the coronavirus pandemic and the recent
earthquake in Zagreb, the need to care for each
other has never been more important. For that reason, Sberbank Croatia has established SberCARE,
an umbrella initiative that covers CSR activities and
financial benefits for clients during the pandemic.
SberCARE includes such projects as fundraising for
colleagues whose homes have been damaged during
the earthquake in Zagreb, supporting the health and
safety of employees and customers, and introducing
financial benefits for customers, e.g. a 3+3 month
moratorium on loans and credit cards as well as freeof-charge online and mobile banking transactions.
Along with the safety-related and financial measures,
SberCARE also engages in a number of smaller acts of
kindness, such as donations to the Zagreb firefighters and purchasing thermometers and safety masks
for the Emergency Medicine Institute of Zagreb. The
result of this initiative was a resounding success:

its charitable initiatives, and 2020 was no exception. “Give care for Christmas” – under this slogan
the employees of the bank donated essentials to
the children from the Karlovac foster home and the
Children’s Hospital in Zagreb.
The kids from the foster home received personal
hygiene goods, sweets, clothes and toys while the
little patients in Zagreb got much-needed baby bottles, pacifiers, diapers and toys. Moreover, the management of the bank presented personalized gifts
to 16 children. The Board members also purchased
technical equipment required for the foster home
administration. Unfortunately, the end of the year
was marked by a devastating earthquake in the city
of Petrinja. Sberbank Croatia did not let those in
need down and donated funds to the Croatian Red
Cross. As a part of the SberCARE initiative, the bank
launched an internal fundraiser for employees whose
homes were damaged by the earthquake. Thank you
to all colleagues from the Group who supported it.
Stronger

together:

Sberbank

Bosnia

and

Herzegovina and Banja Luka offering helping
hands in hard times
In April 2020, Sberbank Bosnia and Herzegovina
introduced a package of repayment modifications for
clients whose income and businesses were affected
by COVID-19. The bank has proactively offered the
package to clients from industries impacted by
pandemic lockdowns, following an analysis of their
YE2019 financials. By doing so, Sberbank Bosnia and
Herzegovina helped many local companies save
their jobs and businesses. The owners were happy
to speak publicly about the role of Sberbank Bosnia
and Herzegovina in a series of posts on social media
under the tagline “Stronger Together”. “Ferhatovic
Cevabdzinica”, a traditional national restaurant, just
to name one of Sberbank Bosnia and Herzegovina’s
customers severely affected by the COVID-19 pan-

The donation distribution was governed by an internal
four-member commission, with representatives from the HR,
Accounting, Marketing and Compliance departments.

demic, as restaurants and coffee shops were closed
for two months in Bosnia and Herzegovina due to the
coronavirus outbreak.
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Another encouraging initative was started by

Early Care Society Brno, which helps senior citizens

Sberbank Banja Luka, who performed several char-

with home care. Sberbank CZ has also bought new

itable actions to support the local community. The

tablets for retirement houses in Brušperk, Humpolec,

bank joined the initiative of the Banking Association

Chlumec nad Cidlinou, Pilsen and Prague. This will

of Bosnia and Herzegovina and helped purchase res-

allow its senior residents to maintain contact with

pirators, coronavirus tests and PPE for the needs of

their families – over Skype, at least – in times when

UKC RS Banja Luka and some other medical centers.

visiting is prohibited. Moreover, Sberbank CZ has

In this joint campaign, all Bosnian banks joined forced

donated notebooks to an elementary school in

to support the domestic health sector. Sberbank

Strancice helping kids from socially disadvantaged

Banja Luka also launched the “You are not alone”

families with distance learning.

initiative as a response to the calls for help from several municipalities. This humanitarian action aims to

Sberbank Bosnia and Herzegovina donating pro-

enable the delivery of foodstuffs to the most vulner-

tecting suits to 11 hospitals

able segments of the population in the current epi-

Looking to provide an additional protection for

demiological situation. Last but not least, Sberbank

medical professionals in Bosnia and Herzegovina,

Banja Luka provided masks and disinfectants to chil-

Sberbank BH has donated special protective bio-

dren and parents in the Iskra Parent House. As part of

hazard suits to 11 local hospitals. The protective

its charitable work, Sberbank Banja Luka has a long

suits were manufactured at the Mostar Factory of

tradition of helping and becoming involved with the

Protective Equipment and Medical Linen (TIM), which

community where it operates.

had about 20 employees at the beginning of the year
but has tripled its production capacity due to the
extraordinary circumstances of COVID-19. With the
procurement from local manufacturers, Sberbank
BH is supporting local entrepreneurs and the local
economy. Moreover, Sberbank BH has been actively
helping retirees as one of the most vulnerable social
groups. At the beginning of the pandemic, they were
allowed to visit bank branches once per month. For
this reason, Sberbank BH decided to make the waiting time as pleasant as possible and installed chairs
in front and inside of its branches while still adhering
to social distancing rules. This measure was appreci-

Sberbank CZ's Endowment Fund helped people affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic.

ated by all customers of Sberbank BH.
United when it is needed the most

Sberbank CZ’s Endowment Fund

In an effort to help overcome the difficult times

Sberbank CZ Endowment Fund helps people in

of 2020, Sberbank Serbia made a donation to the

need. During the COVID-19 pandemic, it supported

National Health Insurance Fund, UNICEF and the

a couple of projects targeting the most vulnerable

Kikinda General Hospital. The funds were utilized

groups: seniors and the visually impaired. Sberbank’s

for procurement of medical instruments and pro-

Endowment Fund helped a retirement home buy

tective equipment to treat patients with COVID-19.

new meeting room furniture that can be easily

Sberbank Serbia also encouraged its employees set

cleaned and disinfected. It also provided 520 liters

an example in showing solidarity by donating to the

of disinfectant to the nursing homes in Pardubice,

organizations fighting against the coronavirus as

Blatná and Trnová. The bank has also supported peo-

well as to colleagues impacted by the recent earth-

ple with severe visual impairments, as they have to

quake in Zagreb.

touch shopping carts, ATMs or hold on to things on
public transport without protective gloves for better

Sberbank Slovenia supports University Medical

orientation. Sberbank’s aid covered a special pocket

Center in Ljubljana

disinfection for 8,000 blind and partially sighted

Sberbank Slovenia donated a monitor (Welch Allyn

people. Financial support has recently been given to

type 7400) to the University Medical Center Ljubljana

PAHOP, a hospice center in Uherské Hradiště, and the

(UMCL). The device is equipped with an axillary
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thermometer as well as a stand-alone ear thermometer and allows for high-quality and quick medical
service. It will be used in the Clinical Department of
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition and will
help medical personnel treat their youngest patients.
For years, Sberbank Slovenia has been cooperating
with the UMCL, which is one of the largest medical
institutions in Slovenia with over 8,300 employees.

Members of the Works Council collected donated goods from
Sberbank Europe employees.

warm clothes, toys and other essentials to people in
need, despite social distancing and remote working.
Over 20 winter jackets, 50 sweaters and 30 scarves,
children’s clothes, gloves, hats and numerous shirts
were donated. All these goods were collected during
a traditional heartwarming campaign organized by
the Works Council and the Austrian Red Cross. They
Sberbank Slovenia donated medical equipment to the Medical Center
of Ljubljana.

will all be delivered to the “Stern” homeless center

Sberbank Hungary donates HUF 3 million to the

helps poor people and families with children on the

National Ambulance Service Foundation

streets of Vienna.

and “Team Österreich Tafel”, a volunteer union that

In 2020, many of our former habits had to be changed
because of the coronavirus pandemic. That’s why

Sberbank Hungary supports families in need

Sberbank Hungary decided to support an organiza-

In 2020, Sberbank Hungary helped homeless fam-

tion that helps our fellow citizens most in need. As a

ilies and single mothers find temporary shelter.

socially responsible institution, Sberbank Hungary

“Especially at Christmas time, we realize how impor-

donated HUF 3 million (ca. EUR 8,500) to the

tant the family is. The coronavirus has turned the

National Ambulance Service Foundation. “The real

lives of many people upside-down, so donations are

heroes are the healthcare workers who are fighting

becoming more important than ever,” says Barbara

on the frontlines against this pandemic every day,”

Kovács, Head of HR at Sberbank Hungary. “This time

says Richard Szabó, CEO of Sberbank Hungary.

we could not collect any items because of the COVID19 threats so we’ve asked our colleagues for financial
contributions. We received more than EUR 1,100 and
spent it on food, toiletries and detergents for families
in need. I’m very proud of my colleagues!” concludes
Ms. Kovács. Sberbank Hungary only bought items
that were needed – the purchase was agreed upon
with a responsible partner foundation. Sberbank
Hungary supports a variety of vulnerable groups
every year. Homeless families and single mothers
received the donation from Sberbank Hungary for
the third consecutive year.

Sberbank Hungary donated HUF 3 million (ca. EUR 8,500) to the
National Ambulance Service Foundation.

Holidays with heart: Sberbank employees donate
essentials to people in need
Employees of Sberbank Europe AG have donated
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Christmas wall of sparkling memories

Sberbank CZ distributes Christmas gifts to chil-

Sberbank Europe AG prepared a Christmas surprise

dren and the elderly

for the employees in Vienna. Although the corporate

This year was difficult for everyone. Emergency meas-

Christmas parties were always a year’s highlight,

ures continued into December – a time that should

this time it could not take place, so the Management

be more about Christmas, joy and wellbeing with

Board invited all employees to visit the “Christmas

your loved ones. Unfortunately, not everyone has

wall of sparkling memories”. The festive display with

families or significant others to spend the Christmas

pictures from past Christmas events was located in

time with. That is why Sberbank CZ organizes a

the head office. Employees were able to choose their

yearly Christmas gift collection for children without

favorite pictures, which were printed out and handed

parents and seniors who have been left alone. This

to them with gift vouchers for local shops – an incen-

year, the bankers helped make the Christmas wishes

tive to support local businesses in difficult times.

of children in Mastov and Cerna Voda orphanages,
and seniors from the Kamenná retirement home in
Brno come true.
Over 90 gifts were purchased and delivered by
Sberbank CZ’s employees. This nice tradition demonstrates a very distinctive aspect of Sberbank’s corporate culture – its people’s hearts are in the right
place, and they are willing to help others even in difficult times.

Bringing sparkling memories of past Christmas parties into the
Sberbank Europe headquarters in Vienna.

Education
Sberbank Banja Luka engaging in the academic
future of pupils
Sberbank Banja Luka is continuing its humanitarian
engagement by donating computers to the elementary schools “Sveti Sava” and “Liješće” in the city of
Brod. Representatives of the bank visited the schools
and handed over the computers to the members of
the school administration. “Corporate social responsibility is one of the basic principles of our bank. And
this time, we decided to support two educational
institutions in their efforts to create a better and
more comfortable study environment. As a responsible institution, Sberbank Banja Luka strives to help
young people and get involved in the activities of the
community in which it operates,” explained Ankica
Bijelić, Head of the Modriča Branch of Sberbank
Banja Luka, during the handover ceremony.
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Sberbank Banja Luka donates computers to several primary schools in
Banja Luka.
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Donation of tablets to the School of Economics in
Banja Luka.
Sberbank has donated 25 tablets to the School of
Economics in Banja Luka. “In the spirit of a socially
responsible business, Sberbank Banja Luka continues to contribute to the needs of local communities.
Education has a very important role in every society,
and we are pleased to help the School of Economics
modernize its teaching process. We hope that our
donation will enable the school to smoothly run
more of its classes online,” says Gordan Đukić, Head
of Sales and Branch Network at Sberbank Banja Luka.
Sonja Tomas-Miskin, the principal of the school,
received the donation and expressed her gratitude to
Sberbank on this occasion.

Supporting education as a key factor of every society’s future.

people with autism, in making New Year’s cards.
The greeting cards were hand-made by the children

Donation of computers to the “Miroslav Antić”

who receive help from the NGO. Members of the

elementary school in Bistrica.

Management Board of Sberbank Banja Luka then

This donation is one of many humanitarian measures

sent these cards to its partners and associates.

the bank has taken to create a better environment
for all. Several weeks earlier, Sberbank Banja Luka
supported “Children of Light”, an NGO that helps

Childcare
Pričarolija: Croatian actors read stories to children
Sberbank Croatia launched a fun educational project
Sberbank Pričarolija, in which local actors read stories
to children. With theatres and schools being closed
during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, Sberbank
Croatia provided the youngest generation with a valuable and useful way of spending their time, while
giving a stage to actors in quarantine.
In April, Sberbank Croatia has been regularly releas-

Sberbank Croatia made fairy tale hours for kids possible during turbulent times in 2020.

ing videos on its YouTube channel, with actors reading stories to children under the age of 10. Among the

Helping newborns on World Savings Day

stories are fairy tales by Sanja Pilić, one of the most

For the sixth consecutive year, Sberbank Banja Luka

widely read and award-winning contemporary chil-

is giving valuable gifts to babies born in Republika

dren’s authors from Croatia, whose downtown home

Srpska on World Savings Day, October 31st. Each baby

was damaged in the recent earthquake in Zagreb.

received savings booklets with an initial cash deposit

Her stories are brought closer to the children by well-

of 100 KM (EUR 50) in their savings accounts, while

known Croatian actors and actresses. The primary

their mothers got disinfectant and hygiene packages

goal of the Pričarolija project is to have fun and pro-

in accordance with the current situation surround-

vide educational content to our youngest citizens

ing the pandemic. “Every year, we celebrate World

while helping actors reach their audience in a new

Savings Day as an important and significant date,

way. The project is part of SberCARE, a new initiative

reminding young parents that a responsible attitude

by Sberbank Croatia.

towards money creates a safer future for their children. By presenting them with savings books, we
want to magnify one of the most beautiful moments
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for every family, and in this symbolic way we wish
them a happy and secure future,” says Sandro
Mihajlović, member of the Management Board of
Sberbank Banja Luka.
Zmajzi and Sberbank Bonsia & Herzegovina call
for responsibility with regard to health
Sberbank Bonsia & Herzegovina has started the
distribution of protective masks with a message
“Zmajzi urges children to protect themselves”. The
distribution was launched on World Savings Day,
which is celebrated on October 31. Through Zmajzi
the dragon, a mascot for children's savings, Sberbank
Bosnia and Herzegovina highlights the need to

“Zmajzi” was also used in 2020 to support children: this time it was all
about health.

raise awareness of responsibility, not only regard-

explains Vedran Peršić, Head of Marketing and

ing finances but health as well. Sberbank Bonsia &

Communications of Sberbank Bonsia & Herzegovina.

Herzegovina distributes protective masks in primary

Clients contracting children’s savings receive protec-

schools in the cities in which it operates. “In recent

tive masks with the image of Zmajzi.

years, Zmajzi has helped children learn about saving money. Today, Zmajzi is sending a message of
responsibility and the necessity of health protection,”

Culture
FOTORUAT: pictures from Austria and Russia at
Sberbank Europe headquarters
A photo exhibition opened in the reception area of
Sberbank Europe headquarters in Vienna in June. It
includes over 20 photographs of the winners of the
international photo contest “FOTORUAT” organized
by the Austrian-Russian Friendship Society (ORFG).
The photos depicting the beauty of two countries
were selected from 800 works by a professional jury.
In times where travel is still widely restricted, the
exposition provides visitors with an insight into life in
several Austrian and Russian cities as seen by young
talented photographers. It is becoming a tradition to
organize photo exhibitions at Sberbank Europe headquarters. The previous expositions featured photographs of Kamchatka, Franz Josef Land and Chukotka.
Photos of the latter were taken by Ilya Maliy, Head
of Client Relations at Sberbank Europe AG. The funds
raised from selling the Chukotka pictures were
donated entirely to “Stiftung Kindertraum”, a charitable organization that makes the wishes of children
with disabilities come true.
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life in several Austrian and Russian cities as seen by young talented
photographers.
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Valery Gergiev in Vienna: Sberbank sponsored
concert in Wiener Konzerthaus
Sberbank Europe AG has sponsored another concert
of the renowned Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Denis Matsuev and maestro Valery Gergiev in Vienna.
The Wiener Konzerthaus was able to host the show
just before the tightening of national anti-coronavirus measures in October 2020 under all safety measures imposed by the government due to the COVID19 pandemic.
Sberbank Europe became a sponsor alongside
Gazprom Neft Trading GmbH in 2020, acknowledging the importance of supporting classical

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Denis Matsuev and maestro Valery
Gergiev in the Wiener Konzerthaus, sponsored by Sberbank Europe and
Gazprom Neft Trading GmbH.

music in these turbulent times of cancelled concerts

allowed music lovers to enjoy magnificent sounds

and empty music halls. The event was a success and

live – a rare experience in 2020.
Sberbank Europe AG brings the arts closer to
employees in times of closed museums
In keeping with the tradition of charitable exhibitions,
Sberbank Europe AG has opened the “ARTyouLOVE
exposition on its premises. 13 works by young artists take the viewer to places in Russia and give the
employees of the bank an opportunity to enjoy the
arts in times of isolation and closed museums. The
exhibition also serves a charitable purpose by raising
funds for children in need. All paintings can be purchased, with 50% of the proceeds going to Stiftung

Even with museums closed in times of COVID-19 in 2020 – Sberbank
Europe found a way to bring art closer to its employees.

Kindertraum, a charity that makes the wishes of disabled children and teenagers come true. The exhibition will be open until March 2021.

Sports and Healthy Lifestyle
Impressions from the 7th Sberbank Europe Ski
Championship in Kranjska Gora
The

7th

traditional

Sberbank

Europe

Ski

Championship took place in Kranjska Gora, Slovenia
at the beginning of March. 85 participants took part
in the competition in 2020. The Slovenian team dominated the podium with a total of 13 medals, including
5 gold, 6 silver and 2 bronze. Ondřej Falta of Sberbank
CZ became the hero of the competition taking home
three gold medals in giant slalom, snowboarding and
cross-country skiing.

In 2020, it was possible to keep the tradition although one week later
a lockdown was imposed in most countries of our region due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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Sberbank Europe supports “Movember” in the
Czech Republic and Banja Luka
November, mustache and male health, that’s
Movember in a nutshell. Every year, Sberbank CZ and
Sberbank Banja Luka joins this global campaign to
support prostate and testicular cancer prevention.
“Sberbank Banja Luka is part of Movember, which
has been taking place in Banja Luka for seven years
as part of a worldwide humanitarian campaign. We
have recognized the importance of this initiative,
which is educational and humanitarian,” explains
Biljana Ševa, Head of Marketing and Communication
Department of Sberbank Banja Luka. Employees
of Sberbank CZ supported the movement through

The support of "Movember" has taken tradition at Sberbank Europe.
Already for the 7th year in a row this initiative has been supported by
Sberbank Banja Luka.

(Mo-sisters

promote Movember through an active lifestyle. For

and Mo-brothers) as well as through the Sberbank

every kilometer they walked and indicated in the

Endowment Fund. The employees were invited to

MapMyRun app in November, Sberbank Endowment

online Loono lectures on the early recognition of

Fund donated CZK 10 to the “Men against cancer”

breast and testicular cancer and to show their sol-

foundation, in total CZK 28,306 (EUR 1,089). As

idarity by growing mustaches. Due to COVID-19,

a result, Sberbank CZ ranked among the biggest

Sberbank CZ could not organize its traditional break-

corporate Movember contributors in the Czech

fasts and workshops, so it called on its employees to

Republic yet again.

Sberbank

Movember

ambassadors

Environmental Awareness
Sberbank Banja Luka donates smart solar bench
to the city of Banja Luka
Sberbank Banja Luka donated the first smart solar
bench to the city of Banja Luka. The futuristic object
can now be found in the central “Petar Kočić” park.
The bench has a modern design and is capable
of charging mobile phones, laptops, tablets and
e-scooters. On top of that, it is a free Wi-Fi hotspot
that shows relevant information about city services.
The bench is powered entirely by solar panels. “Our
bank has always been an active member of the local
community and participated in projects like this. We
traditionally support efficient and environmentally
friendly ways of energy consumption. With this gift
to the city of Banja Luka and its citizens, we also

A solar bench can be now found and used with all its helpful gadgets in
the city of Banja Luka – donated by Sberbank Banja Luka.

want to raise awareness of environmental protection

The goal was to clean more than 620 kilograms of

issues,” says Aleksandar Kesić, CEO of Sberbank Banja

waste from the banks of Belgrade’s largest rivers,

Luka. Igor Radojičić, the Mayor of the city, expressed

the Danube and the Sava. Preserving the environ-

his gratitude to Sberbank on this occasion.

ment is one of the most important social values,
which is why Sberbank took the initiative one step

More than 600kg of waste removed from the

further and forwarded the collected waste to recy-

banks of the Sava and Danube in Serbia

cling plants. “I believe our actions will encourage the

Continuing with its environmentally and socially

whole society to have a more responsible attitude

responsible activities, Sberbank Serbia launched an

towards the environment,” says Marijana Vasilescu,

eco-initiative: “Let's clean the shores of Belgrade”.

CEO of Sberbank Serbia.
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Stakeholder
Communication
Sberbank Europe follows the principle of ensuring

As it does almost every year, Sberbank Europe

regular, transparent, direct, timely and informative

increased the range of its internal newsletters to

stakeholder communication relating to all relevant

keep its employees up to date. Since 2020, there

developments within the bank, positioning Sberbank

has also been an HR newsletter, which not only pro-

Group as a globally successful and locally relevant

vides news from the HR department, but also more

company.

insights into the professional training programs. The
frequency of these email updates increased signifi-

Employees of Sberbank Europe are regularly informed

cantly in 2020 due to the outbreak of the COVID-19

about the strategy and business performance via

pandemic. In total, there were more than 600 inter-

email as well as on the company’s intranet. The

nal news sent to employees in all the countries in

monthly newsletter “On the Move” contains cross-re-

which Sberbank Europe operates.

gional news from all Sberbank Europe subsidiaries,
reaching more than 3,900 employees across eight

Another channel used to showcase important events

countries. All subsidiary banks regularly publish local

and developments at Sberbank Europe is the social

newsletters, corporate magazines or internal news

media platform LinkedIn. Sberbank Europe made

to keep their employees informed.

more than 80 posts in 2020 and had over 6,000 followers by the end of the year.

In order to enhance direct communication between
the Management Board and the employees of the

Members of the Management Board in all markets

bank, all subsidiaries organize regular “town hall”

covered by Sberbank Europe gave a total of over 40

meetings with employees as well as meetings with

interviews to local media about the strategy, perfor-

B-1 and B-2 managers. For the first time, these were

mance and results of the bank in 2020.

held exclusively via online meetings in 2020 in order
to comply with COVID-19 regulations.
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Abbreviations
AML
BAM
BC&CM
bbp
BIA
CAFM
CEE
CEO
CIS
CSR
CZK
ECA
EUR
EU
ESG
FX
GDPR
HR
HUF
ISG
ISO
KYC
kW
LCY
LED
LMS
MWh
MUN
NaDiVeG
NPS
PMO
PSD2
REN
RSD
SBAG
SBBH
SBBL
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-

Anti-Money Laundering
Bosnia and Herzegovina convertible mark
Business Continuity & Crisis Management
Bank of Business Partners
Business Impact Analysis
Computer-Aided Facility Management
Central and Eastern Europe
Chief Executive Officer
Commonwealth of Independent States (Russian Commonwealth)
Corporate Social Responsibility
Czech Crown (Czech currency)
Export Credit Agency
EURO (joint Eurozone currency)
European Union
Environmental, Social and Governance
Foreign Exchange Market
General Data Protection Regulation
Human Resources
Hungarian Forint
Internal Sustainability Goals
International Organization for Standardization
Know Your Customer
kW – Kilowatt
Local currency
LED – Light-Emitting Diode
Learning management system
Megawatt per Hour
Model United Nations
Nachhaltigkeits- und Diversitätsverbesserungsgesetz
Net Promoter Score
Project Management Office
Payment Services Directive
Resolute Energy Corporation
Serbian Dinar
Sberbank Europe AG (Vienna Headquarters)
Sberbank Bosnia & Herzegovina (Sberbank Bosnia & Herzegovina d.d. Sarajevo)
Sberbank Banja Luka (Sberbank a.d. Banja Luka)
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SBCZ
SBDE
SBEU
SBHR
SBHU
SBSI
SBRS
SEE
SIEM

-

Sberbank Czech Republicech Republic (Sberbank Czech Republic, a.s.)
Sberbank Direct (Germany)
Sberbank Europe or Sberbank Europe Group
Sberbank Croatia (Sberbank d.d.)
Sberbank Hungary (Sberbank Magyarország Zrt.)
Sberbank Slovenia (Sberbank banka d.d.)
Sberbank Serbia (Sberbank Srbija a.d. Beograd)
Southeastern Europe
Security Information and Event Management

SME

Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

VBI

Volksbank International
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